
Casement & Awning Windows



Prestige Casement & Awning 
Windows are packed with features
that clearly emphasize performance,
while improving the aesthetic appeal
of any home. You don’t have to settle
for the ordinary. You deserve the 
spectacular Prestige Collection from
Vinylmax.
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Two and three lite casements complement 
a variety of architectural styles

Awnings and fixed lites showcase a
spectacular view 

Limited Lifetime 
Warranty includes 
coverage of all hardware,
vinyl, glass and screen
for as long as you reside
in your home.

At Vinylmax we purposefully and proudly label our
products “Made in USA”.  This doesn’t just mean that
our factory is in the United States.  It means our family is

committed to sourcing virtually all of our components
from other American manufacturing companies. Not

only do we support hundreds of jobs in our local community, but also
many thousands of jobs across the United States.  Vinylmax makes your
home a better place for your family, AND supports the livelihood of
thousands of American families just like ours and just like yours. 



Fusion welded frame and sash corners are secure, weathertight
and never pull apart.

Multi‐chambered vinyl frame and sash are energy efficient,
maintenance‐free and last a lifetime. 

Beveled sash exterior gracefully accents every architectural style.

Double paned IntelliGlass high performance insulated glass
produces optimal energy performance.

Intercept warm‐edge spacer system has proven seal integrity
and conducts less heat and cold than other systems.

Color‐matched compression seals are foam filled and create a
water and weathertight seal around the entire opening on both
the frame and the sash.

Roto X‐Drive  operating hardware effortlessly handles the
weight of even the heaviest sashes with smooth, quiet operation.

Sealed operator housing and protected gear drive minimizes
contaminants from affecting operation.

Patented laser‐cut gear teeth are hardened for superior strength.

Fold‐down crank handle subtly nests into the operator housing
to prevent interference with window treatments. 

Sashes open a full 90 degrees for both maximum ventilation and
for cleaning both sides of the glass from inside the home.

Multi‐point locking system secures the sash tightly into the
frame in at least three locking locations.

Sequential locking operation assists sash pull‐in for effortless
locking of even the tallest windows.

Single lever lock handle actuates the locking system with an 
audible click to signify open/closed positions.

Color Matched Screen with concealed retention system and 
UltraVue excellent visibility screen mesh.
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25% better airflow, allowing light, fresh
breezes to flow through
25% more optical clarity for a crisper,
brighter view

One lite casement shown

S T A N D A R D      F E A T U R E S 

Prestige Casement & Awning
Windows are a breeze to operate

and clean. Our robust gear and 
aggressive tooth design allows

windows to fully open with only
seven turns of the elegant, fold‐

down handle. The sash
opens 90 degrees to allow

cleaning of both interior and
exterior glass surfaces. 



S T Y L E S      &      O P T I O N S 
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Additional configurations may be achieved with factory or field mulling.

Grid Patterns
Colonial, Prairie, Diamond, Valance
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White Tan Bronze Exterior
Laminate

(on White interior)

Classic Oak
Interior Laminate

(on White exterior)

Fixed Lite 2 Lite Awning
2/3 over 1/3

Awning 2 Lite Awning
both operate

2 Lite Awning
fixed top

Fixed Lites 4 Lite Casement 5 Lite Casement

Casement
left or right

3 Lite Casement
50% center

2 Lite 
Casement

3 Lite Casement
equal
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Prestige Casement & Awning
windows proudly feature our
IntelliGlass high performance
glazing system. This efficient
combination of Intercept® Warm
Edge spacer system and
ClimaGuard high performance
Low E glass provides superb
energy efficiency by reflecting
heat back to its source. This keeps
your home more comfortable
year round. See our IntelliGlass
brochure for more details.

Antique Brass

Satin Nickel

Oil Rubbed Bronze

Decorator Exterior Finishes

Tan Clay Cocoa Forest Brick Bronze Terra

Flat, Georgian and Pencil profiles available.
Between‐the‐glass grids are securely locked into

the spacer, so they’ll always stay straight. 

Casement PC10 no Grids U-Factor SHGC VLT CR Energy Star
IntelliGlass .27 .26 47% 60 N   NC
IntelliGlass X .27 .21 42% 60 N   NC   SC   S
IntelliGlass Plus .21 .23 37% 70 N   NC   SC   S
IntelliGlass Supreme .18 .23 37% 73 N   NC   SC   S

Thermal  &  Structural  Performance  Data

Structural Rating - R50


